
Adoption contract 

Old MacDonald Kennels 

RR#1  

Box 12, Site 7 

Ponoka, Alberta 

T4J1R1 

 

403-783-7447  

omk.kennels@gmail.com 

 

Please print 

 

Date:  

 

Adopter’s name: 

Physical Address  

Town/City: 

Postal Code: 

Phone Number: 

Email address: 

 

 

Name:                      new name: 

Canine/feline: 

Breed: 

Colour: 

Gender: 

Age: 

Microchip sticker: 

Tag number: 

Tattoo: 

 
 

mailto:omk.kennels@gmail.com


 
 

Terms of Adoptions 
 

 
All of OMK animals are spayed, neutered, vaccinated, dewormed, microchipped or tattooed prior to adoption.  
 
Please read through the following statements and initial. 
 

1. We only adopt our pets to families that allow them inside of their home.  Please supervise your new pet in your yard.  

They can be escape artists in the first few weeks.  They need to adjust to their new home and surroundings.  Animals 

in our care have uncertain pasts, we do our best to guess at age, breed and size but we can never be certain.  We also 

cannot guarantee health or temperament. Initial___ 

2. I understand that it is my responsibility to see and evaluate the pet for myself and make an informed decision before 

agreeing to adoption.  The adoption of a forever lifelong pet should never be impulsive.  Please keep in mind having 

the “perfect” pet is something that takes time on both the owner and the animal’s part.  It is not something that 

happens overnight.  Transitions to new homes and routines often take 30 days, as an adopter you are willing to see 

the animal through the transition period. Initial_____ 

3. Adoption fees are non-refundable as adoptions and returns take time to process, care for, and adopt out again.  We 

understand that sometimes things do not always work out due to unforeseen circumstance.  We encourage adopters 

to reach out for help, we are only a phone call away. Initial___ 

4. Returns cannot be dropped off at the shelter unannounced.  Sometimes the placement of a returning animal can take 

up to a couple of weeks to accommodate, dependent on shelter space and the individual needs of returning the 

animal.  Surrender fees will be charged 2 months after date of the adoption. Initial___ 

5. Option to sign up for1 month free insurance with Trupanion is available, note that any treatment or medical issues 

that arise from the first day of adoption are the sole responsibility of you the new owners. Initial___ 

6. The animals in our care are much loved by all of us.  We are here to help and are only a phone call away.  Thanks for 

adopting from us and we hope you enjoy your new friend for many years. 

 

Please sign below to confirm that a staff member has gone over the above dog’s medical records in their entirety 
with you, noted any concerns, and you are comfortable taking this dog home.  You understand that we don’t know 
the dogs whole medical background, but we are not withholding any information from you.  Any treatment or 
medical issues that arise after the adoption are the sole responsibility of the new owners.  
You are aware that the animal you are adopting may not have their full series of vaccines completed at time of 
adoption. Precautions should be taken in this event for their safety, a staff member has gone over said precautions 
and you are fully understanding of this information. 
 

 

Signature of Adopter:____________________________________________ Date:_______________________ 

 

Adoption Coordinator:_____________________________________________Date:______________________ 

 

 



 


